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Game Engine Toolset DevelopmentCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Toolset development is an extremely broad topic. Game Engine Toolset Development provides you with a core set of skills and a comprehensive insight that will aid you in the development of game engine utilities, significantly reducing the time period associated with the construction phase of a project. The book starts off with topics regarding...
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Securing VoIP Networks: Threats, Vulnerabilities, and CountermeasuresAddison Wesley, 2007
Communication between people has changed with the invention of the telephone. The ability to communicate across continents in real-time has also helped our society in several dimensions including entertainment, trade, finance, and defense. But this new capability did not come without an investment. Building an international telephony...
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The Best Damn Exchange, SQL and IIS Book PeriodSyngress Publishing, 2007
Exchange, SQL and IIS are at the core of most Microsoft enterprise servers. The 2007 releases of these products, along with the release of Windows Vista and Windows 2008 Server, represents the biggest overhaul of Windows enterprise products since Windows 2000. The dramatic changes to security tools and the addition of features that support...
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Complete Maya Programming, Vol. II: An In-Depth Guide to 3D Fundamentals, Geometry, and ModelingMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
David Gould's acclaimed first book, Complete Maya Programming: An Extensive Guide to MEL and the C++ API, provides artists and programmers with a deep understanding of the way Maya works and how it can be enhanced and customized through programming. In his new book David offers a gentle, intuitive introduction to the core ideas of...
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Medical Microbiology, 24th editionMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	The landmark clinical guide to the role microorganisms play in human health and illnesses -- extensively revised and updated


	A Doody's Core Title!


	Linking fundamental microbiology concepts with the diagnosis and treatment of clinical infections, this one-of-a-kind, portable text delivers an essential...
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Introducing Visual C# 2010Apress, 2010

	If you’re new to C# programming, this book is the ideal way to get started. Respected author Adam Freeman guides you through the C# language by carefully building up your knowledge from fundamental concepts to advanced features.

	

	The book gradually builds up your knowledge, using the concepts you have...
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Maximizing Your Sales with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011Course Technology PTR, 2011

	Microsoft Dynamics CRM is a customer relationship management tool.
	At its very core, Microsoft Dynamics CRM is a database. It’s the place where
	you can enter information about your customers: Who works at the company,
	what are their roles, who at your company has communicated with them, what
	have they purchased, and have they...
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Starting Out with C++ Brief: From Control Structures through Objects (6th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009

	Welcome to the Brief Version of Starting Out with C++: From Control Structures through
	Objects, 6th edition. This book is intended for use in a one or two-semester C++ programming
	course. Students new to programming, as well as those with prior course work in
	other languages, will find this text beneficial. The fundamentals of...
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Programming GrailsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Dig deeper into Grails architecture and discover how this application framework works its magic. Written by a core developer on the Grails team, this practical guide takes you behind the curtain to reveal the inner workings of its 2.0 feature set. You’ll learn best practices for building and deploying Grails applications,...
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No B.S. Marketing To the AffluentEntrepreneur Press, 2008

	Here it is: no warm Â‘n fuzziesÂ—just hard-core strategies from real world trenchesÂ…for successfully repositioning your business, products, services and yourself to attract customers or clients for whom price is NOT a determining factor in their purchasing. The TRUTH is it takes no more work to attract customers/clients from the...
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Persistence in PHP with Doctrine ORMPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book is designed for PHP developers and architects who want to modernize their skills through better understanding of Persistence and ORM. You'll learn through explanations and code samples, all tied to the full development of a web application.


	Overview

	
		Develop a fully functional Doctrine-backed...
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ASP.NET Core 2 Fundamentals: Build cross-platform apps and dynamic web services with this server-side web application frameworkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Imagine the boost in business if you can build large, rich web applications with little code and built-in Windows authentication. With this book, you can gain skills to develop real-world applications with ASP.NET Core 2.

	
		Key Features

		
			Adopts the application-centric approach to explain core...
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